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HOW TO CONTINUE TO INNOVATE WITH FEWER “WATER COOLER” CONVERSATIONS

Nicole DeMarco Kuzdeba

Introduction

As companies continue to grow globally, learning how to innovate across geographic lines has become even more important as “water cooler” conversations become less of the norm. This challenge is even more pertinent for the tech industry, where innovation is at its core. I sought to answer the following question:

As tech companies continue to expand globally and open offices in more locations, the employee population becomes more decentralized, resulting in fewer organic, “water cooler” conversations. These “water cooler” conversations, or unintentional run-ins with one another which typically result in work conversation, can lead to innovative thinking or ideas. As companies expand globally, teams grow across various sites and more employees work at remote sites (not at the company’s headquarters), fewer of these organic conversations occur. So how can we continue to innovate without these “water cooler” conversations?

To examine this phenomenon, I first reviewed the academic literature on knowledge creation, social networks, and human resources (HR) practices/human resource management (HRM) capabilities. Next, I researched the current challenges to innovation within the tech industry that relate to location dispersion. Finally, I derived recommendations for how to overcome these challenges associated with trying to innovate as a global tech company spread across locations with remote working teams.

First, let’s review the current academic literature related to innovation, knowledge creation, social networks, and HR practices/HRM capabilities.

Knowledge Creation

Nonaka believed that “organizational knowledge is created through a continuous dialogue between tacit knowledge (knowledge that is hard to formalize, but is rooted in action, commitment, and involvement in a specific context) and explicit or codified knowledge (knowledge that is transmittable in formal, systematic language).”¹ There are four patterns of interaction in which tacit and explicit knowledge interact (also known as conversion modes of knowledge creation): socialization (from tacit to tacit), externalization (from tacit to explicit), internalization (from explicit to tacit), and combination (from explicit to explicit). All of these patterns of interaction continuously drive the knowledge creation process. Nonaka also stressed that organizations play a critical role in mobilizing tacit knowledge held by individuals and providing the forum for a “spiral of knowledge” creation through the four patterns of interaction.
Collins, Smith, and Stevens reviewed key HR practices (including employee-development, networking practices, and commitment-building) to see if they would affect the firm’s knowledge-creation capability (measured by looking at three dimensions: human capital, employee motivation, and information combination/exchange) and eventually firm performance. After examining 78 high tech firms, they found that the three dimensions of knowledge creation (human capital, employee motivation, and information combination/exchange) positively affected the firm’s sales growth. Also, the HR practices were found to affect sales growth through their effect on the three dimensions of knowledge creation (HR practices were significantly related to the three dimensions of knowledge-creation, and the three dimensions of knowledge creation were related to the firm’s growth). Collins, Smith, and Stevens explained that a firm’s knowledge-creation capability could actually explain statistically significant variance in a high tech firm’s performance.

Smith, Collins, and Clark studied top management teams and knowledge workers from 72 tech companies and found that the rate of new service and product introduction was a function of an organization’s members’ ability to combine and exchange knowledge. Knowledge creation capability was significantly related to the number of new products and services. Smith, Collins, and Clark stated that these findings suggested that a firm’s knowledge creation capability helps to explain the relationship between a worker’s years of education, number of contacts, strength of ties, a firm’s climate for risk taking, and a firm’s number of new products/services. Also, the organization’s climate has a particularly influential role in knowledge creation capability and a climate that supports risk taking can increase knowledge creation capability.

Collins and Smith studied whether HR practices could impact “organizational social climate conditions that facilitate knowledge exchange and combination and resultant firm performance” specifically within high tech firms. They found that commitment based HR practices, “which focus on mutual, long-term exchange relationships” were positively related to an organization’s social climates, which included trust, cooperation, and shared codes/language. These social climates were related to the firm’s capability to exchange and combine knowledge. This relationship between social climates and the firm’s capability to exchange and combine knowledge could predict the firm’s revenue from new products/services, as well as sales growth. Collins and Smith go on to state that these findings suggest that high tech firms should carefully choose the HR practices used to manage their knowledge. This is because the practices may actually shape the firm’s social contexts, which in turn could affect the firm’s ability to create new knowledge necessary for high performance and growth.

Social Networks

Collins and Clark found that when HR practices were in place that encouraged networking between the firm’s top management, it positively influenced the firm’s performance. Network building HR practices lead to increased firm performance. Top manager social networks are therefore important for firm performance.
HR Practices & HRM Capabilities

Gupta and Singhal asserted that people, not products, are an innovative company’s most important assets and innovative companies implement a four pronged HR management strategy: HR planning, performance appraisal, reward systems, and career management. HR planning analyzes and determines personnel needs in order to create effective innovation teams. Performance appraisals should review individual/team performance in a way that rewards employees for their “innovativeness,” a word that’s definition that can vary from company to company. This strategy also takes into account what tasks should be rewarded and who should assess employee performance. Reward systems use rewards to motivate personnel to achieve an organization’s goals of productivity, innovation, and profitability. Lastly, career management matches an employee’s long term career goals with the organization’s goals through continuing education and training.

Ozbag, Esen, and Esen reviewed “the role of HRM in fostering knowledge capability which leads more innovation in enterprises.” They examined “the impacts of the policies and practices of HRM in the relationship between knowledge management capability on innovation.” They described knowledge as an important intangible asset that helps to prompt innovation within organizations and found that HRM capabilities are positively related to knowledge management capability, which turns into innovation. Furthermore, HRM capabilities have direct and indirect effects mediated by knowledge management capabilities on innovation. Ozbag, Esen, and Esen stated that improvements on HRM capabilities leads to innovation and HRM practices through knowledge management capabilities increase an organization's learning which is important for innovation.

From a divergent point of view, Laursen and Foss examined “new” or “modern” HRM practices (practices that imply high levels of delegation of decisions, extensive lateral and vertical communication channels, and the use of reward systems). They discussed possible mediators and moderators of the HRM and innovation link such as the type of knowledge (tacit or codified), knowledge sharing, social capital and network effects. They state that although progress has been made, the exact underlying causal mechanisms of the HRM and innovation link is still difficult to understand. They stated that research gaps included the need for more time series evidence, clustering of practices (little empirical work on which HRM practices bundle and why), specific practices (individual practices were negligible, but systems of HRM practices mattered to innovation performance), and the need for finer grained and richer causal stories.

In summary, most of the key outcomes examined from the research included firm performance, innovation, and the number of new products or services. These are all ways that knowledge creation, social networks, and HR practices/HRM capabilities could have an impact on the business.

Current Challenges

Next let’s examine what challenges a global tech company faces in regards to innovation when they are expanding globally. Wilson and Doz state that “part of the challenge of dispersed
innovation becomes how to replicate the positive aspects of colocation while harnessing the unique benefits of a global initiative.”

The first challenge is how to continuously generate knowledge creation across geographic locations. In the past, “water cooler” conversations, or unintentional run-ins with another co-worker which could result in knowledge creation, was one way that employees developed innovative thinking or ideas. This has been a pillar for innovation within the tech world, with many successful tech companies offering generous onsite benefits just for this reason: they want you to stay at work to have more of these spontaneous conversations that can lead to innovation.

Over the years, tech companies have become increasingly global. This means that companies not only have greater geographic spreads across the globe. Time zone differences become barriers to spontaneous communication as well, whether it is because communication needs to be planned in advance, or because the time differences are so great that people never really talk at all except over email. Language barriers can also arise as an issue across countries. As these tech companies continue to grow globally, figuring out how to innovate across geographic lines has emerged as a challenge. This challenge becomes even more important within the tech industry, where innovation is at its core and change is frequent. According to Wilson and Doz, “during periods of major organizational change, such as restructurings or acquisitions integration, the complexity of dispersed innovation escalates.” Top managers are likely to be focused elsewhere within the organization, leaving their global projects orphaned. Critical decisions are frequently left hanging, and problems often go unaddressed. In a climate of organizational uncertainty, turf battles can flare up, and project team members may become concerned about job security and lose focus.”

Because you can’t have spontaneous “water cooler” conversations across sites, employee interactions across geographic locations becomes planned and deliberate. This means that information is shared less spontaneously, which potentially slows the process for innovation. Meetings across sites take place either via phone or video conferencing, which is usually planned and not spontaneous. Instant messaging has helped with more spontaneous interaction, but is still less effective than in person because of the inability to see facial expression or hear voice intonation.

The second challenge is building social networks and collaborating across locations. It is easier to expand your network with people who work at the same site as you compared to people at other sites unless you’re working on a project that encourages collaboration across sites. But even in those situations, you’re not spontaneously meeting new people at other locations. Traveling to other sites can help with this, but travel is costly to the organization and requires a set of goals other than blind networking. Also, you’re likely to build your network across sites with people like you or within your function, whereas within your site you may spontaneously meet anyone from various functions (cross functional collaboration can be just as important to innovation).
Recommendations

Innovating across borders is complex, but possible. Going back to the original question about how we can continue to innovate across geographic sites in the absence of “water cooler” conversations, there are several things that we can do. First, to encourage building and supporting teams that are located across various sites. Wilson and Doz recommend taking the ten steps below to build successful non-collocated teams:

- First, start with small projects to help build collaboration and trust among the team.
- Second, ensure that the organization is stable or if not, think carefully about how to prevent organizational change from being a disruption to the project team.
- Third, make a senior manager responsible for support and oversight of projects across sites.
- Fourth, leverage project management and experienced project leaders to lead these projects across sites.
- Fifth, select a site that will hold the primary responsibility for the project being within budget and on time.
- Sixth, take time to define what the innovation is going to be. This is often an advantage of projects teams all working at the same site because everyone can get on the same page quickly.
- Seventh, resources should be allocated based on site capabilities, not availability.
- Eighth, ensure that there is enough knowledge overlap so that people have a desire to collaborate.
- Ninth, limit the number of subcontractors or external partners you work with on innovative projects.
- Tenth, technology can help us communicate across sites, but face to face time to build trust is important too.

Second, OECD recommends several things to keep in mind once you’re working with others across locations:

“OECD’s Key Recommendations:

- Understand what the data show, but don’t wait for complete data to start collaborating.
- Only pursue the cross-border element when it makes sense.
- Allow a certain degree of flexibility in the area definition to avoid creating unhelpful new borders.
- Do not under-estimate the importance of other “hard” and “soft” factors beyond innovation.”

Lastly, I believe that a few things ring true that can really help tech companies innovate globally. First, create an environment where people feel safe to take risks. In order for innovation to happen, people need to believe that they are safely able to think outside of the box. This means creating an environment where smart risk taking is rewarded regardless of the outcomes. This could manifest in tangible rewards such as bonuses or non tangible rewards such as public recognition. Second, bringing people together to meet face to face and build trust is essential at
the beginning of forming a team or project. This helps to build a foundation of trust and mutual respect. Also, people who can find common ground are more likely to work smoothly on a project or team due to finding similarities. They are also more likely to spontaneously reach out to one another, which is ideal within a tech organization. Third, developing goals into which the team has input will help them feel more vested in the outcome. Developing goals at an event that is face to face, such as a summit, ensures that everyone is on the same page and has a common goal. Lastly, we need to build strong leaders at remote sites and give those sites the support/autonomy to act on their own “water cooler” conversations (not just the conversations between them and headquarters).
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